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* can we sustain existing land use?

* can we sustain existing land use along the coastal zone?

* can we sustain the agricultural areas in south Florida? For how long? At what cost?

* can we close gaps in building codes?

* can we close gaps in educational system for building design professionals?

* how do you deal with existing stock of buildings and infrastructure? 

* is a building decertification program needed? Is it feasible?

* what role will the finance and insurance industries play?

* can we resolve the limestone issue and build protective works offshore?

* if limestone issue is beyond our limits, either because of technical capabilities or 
cost effectiveness, can we at least dampen the energy of surge to reduce potential for 
damage?

* are sandy beaches sustainable? For how long? At what cost?

* if the only method for protecting the coastal built- environment is by armoring the 
beach, how will that change the character of the region? What will it do to the 
tourism industry? How will this affect the economy of the region and of the state?

* how do we resolve the conflict between human-made inlets and longshore sand 
transport?

* in the event that protective offshore (Dutch style) works are built, how do we 
ensure the continuity of longshore sand transport to maintain sandy beaches?

* is the current water management infrastructure sustainable? For how long? At what 
cost?

* if current water management system is not sustainable beyond a certain number of 
years, what is the alternative? A modified system? What does it look like? How much 
will it cost? How long will it take to design and built? When do we need to start 
working toward its implementation?

* are some regions of SE Florida clearly not sustainable or at least not so in a cost-
effective way? Which regions are these? How much time do current residents and 



users realistically have before they have to relocate and abandon?

* will we need to prepare for regional migration of displaced populations? Where will 
they go? What will this do to prices of property and land?

* will abandonment of certain regions and relocation of displaced populations open 
new opportunities for growth and development elsewhere in Florida or in the country?
Where? How can we manage these changes?

* can we engage nature to help? Can mangrove forests and wetlands be re- 
introduced as dynamic live ecosystems to help protect the coastal region? Can we 
create a new dune and sandy beach environment to help protect the coastal region?

* can we preserve barrier islands that still exist as primarily natural ecosystems? Can 
we keep urban development away from such islands? 


